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Accelerate economic prosperity of
Canada and Bangladesh through trade
and investment.
With the valuable expertise of the
honorable members from different
business field from the two countries,
CanCham is committed to serve the
business community of Canada and
that of Bangladesh.
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From President's Desk

I am delighted to inform all
concerned that the bilateral
relations between Canada and
Bangladesh
have
since
strengthened further and that
CanCham has remained the
standard bearer.
By
all
indications,
Bangladesh weathered the
global crisis largely unscathed
and is ready for a robust
expansion of output and investment. The recent
export earnings of the country has also shoot up by
over 40%, albeit most of this development has been
confined to RMG sector, where a sizable Canadian
investment is also involved. The good news of the
new year is that Bangladesh has been identified as
one of the world's top 30 emerging nations where IT
services could be shifted in 2010-2011. Gartner, the
world's leading information technology research and
advisory company, has included Bangladesh for the
first time along with 29 other top countries.
In the backdrop of such developments, the trade
between Canada and Bangladesh is also booming to
a new heights of about $1.5 billion. Our current initiative has been the maiden Canadian trade exhibition styled as Canada Showcase 2011 to be held on
February 20 at Bangabandhu International
Conference Center, Dhaka. The event, a joint
endeavor of the High Commission of Canada at
Dhaka and the Canada-Bangladesh Chamber of
Commerce and Industry, has already drawn a substantial participation of Canadian and Bangladeshi
companies which may result in an expected boost in
Canadian investment in the sectors like power, energy including renewable energy, IT, transport and
aviation etc. On the other hand, this would also
encourage export diversification of Bangladeshi
products like jute, ceramics, shoes, furniture etc in
Canada. I hope, the Canada Showcase 2011 will
usher in a new era of bilateral cooperation between
Canada and Bangladesh.
Masud Rahman
President, CanCham
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Secretary, CanCham
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Bilateral Relations: Training Session

Food Minister lauds Canadian
expertise for wheat millers

CamCham Review Report

The High Commission of Canada
in Bangladesh in association with
the Canadian Wheat Board
(www.cwb.ca) and the Canadian
International Grains Institute
(www.cigi.ca) organised a day-long
technical training session for wheat
millers, bakers and lab technicians
in Dhaka recently.
Minister of Food & Disaster
Management Dr. Muhammad Abdur
Razzaque, MP, was the chief guest
at the inaugural session of the program.
Dr. Razzaque appreciated the initiative and thanked the government
of Canada for taking such efforts.
Controlled by western Canadian
farmers, the CWB is the largest

wheat and barley marketer in the
world. One of Canada's biggest
exporters, the Winnipeg-based
organisation sells grain to over 70
countries.
The Canadian International
Grains Institute (CIGI) has worked
with the agricultural community
worldwide in the promotion and utilization of Canadian field crops.
CIGI is an industry leader in delivering customized educational programs and technical expertise and in
providing ongoing specialized technical support to customers around
the world.
There were two training sessions
during the day. In the morning, presentations included an overview of
the Canadian system for growing,
handling and marketing wheat;
Canadian wheat classes and their

advantages in the milling process;
and the uses and advantages of
Canadian wheat from an end-user
perspective.
In the afternoon, there were technical presentations on milling and
baking issues such as: optimizing
the milling performance of
Canadian wheat in straight-run and
blended operations; lab tests/methods for evaluating wheat and flour
quality and interpreting the results;
optimizing the use of Canadian
wheat flour (particularly CWRS) for
bread and other baked goods; flour
quality from a baker's perspective;
and troubleshooting production
problems.
Later in the afternoon, Canadian
High Commissioner in Bangladesh
Robert McDougall distributed certificates to the trainees.

Minister of Food & Disaster Management, Dr. Abdur Razzaque, MP addressing a technical training session on
the uses of Canadian wheat. Robert McDougall, Canadian High Commissioner in
Bangladesh is also seen (extreme left)
CanCham Review, March 2011
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Bilateral Relations: Training Session

Minister for Food & Disaster Management, Dr. Abdur
Razzaque, MP speaking on a technical training session on the uses of Canadian wheat

From left High Commissioner Robert McDougall,
Minister for Food and Disaster Management Dr. Abdur
Razzaque, MP, Yvonne B Supeene of Canadian
International Grains Institute (CIGI) and Ashok Kumar
Sarkar of (CIGI) at a technical training session

Canadian High Commissioner in Bangladesh Robert
McDougall addressing a technical training session

Yvonne B Supeene of Canadian International Grains
Institute (CIGI) addressing the session

Ashok Kumar Sarkar of Canadian International Grains
Institute (CIGI) explaining the technical details

Don M. Bonner of Canadian Wheat Board (CWB)
giving his technical presentation

CIGI and Canadian Wheat Board (CWB) delegates
with Syed Mastafizur Rahman, CanCham Director

A partial view of the technical training session
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Bilateral Relations: Reception to CIGI and CWB Delegates

Canadian co-operation for food
security in Bangladesh

CanCham Review Report

Canada Bangladesh Chamber of
Commerce and Industry (CanCham)
recently arranged a reception in honor
of the delegates/trainers from The
Canadian Wheat Board and the
Canadian
International
Grains
Institute, following a day-long technical training session for wheat millers,
bakers and lab technicians in Dhaka.
CanCham President Masud Rahman
appreciated the initiative of the
Canadian Wheat Board (CWB) and the
Canadian International Grains Institute
(CIGI) and expressed utmost thanks for
extending co-operation towards
Bangladesh.
Controlled by western Canadian
farmers, the Canadian Wheat Board

(CWB) is the largest wheat and barley
marketer in the world.
The Canadian International Grains
Institute (CIGI) has worked with the
agricultural community worldwide in
the promotion and utilization of
Canadian field crops. CIGI is an industry leader in delivering customized
educational programs and technical
expertise and in providing ongoing
specialized technical support to customers around the world. Their present
mission at Dhaka comprised two training sessions.
They gave an overview of the
Canadian system for growing, handling
and marketing wheat, Canadian wheat
classes and their advantages in the
milling process, and the uses and
advantages of Canadian wheat from an

end-user perspective.

There were also social interaction
among Canadian International Grains
Institute (CIGI), Canadian Wheat
Board (CWB) delegates and Canada
Bangladesh Chamber of Commerce
and Industry management. The
CanCham President Masud Rahman
highly appreciated the role of the delegates in imparting valuable training on
different technicalities of the wheat
based food to the local experts. Yvonne
B Supeene of Canadian International
Grains Institute (CIGI) expressed her
satisfaction over the whole program
and assured that similar technical sessions would be organized in
Bangladesh in the coming days.

CanCham President Masud Rahman presenting a memento to Yvonne B Supeene of Canadian International
Grains Institute (CIGI). On his right is Don M. Bonner of the Canadian Wheat Board (CWB) and on the
extreme right is Ashok Kumar Sarkar of CIGI
CanCham Review, March 2011
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Bilateral Relations: Reception to CIGI and CWB Delegates

From right CanCham Director Syed Mastafizur Rahman, Ashok Kumar Sarkar of Canadian International
Grains Institute (CIGI); Don M. Bonner of Canadian Wheat Board (CWB); CanCham Secretary General Wali
Sattar, CanCham Director Enayet Ullah Khan, Yvonne B Supeene of CIGI, CanCham President Masud Rahman,
Political/Economic Officer of Canadian High Commission Iftikhar Rashid, CanCham Director Fahim Abdul
Wahab; A M Chowdhury and CanCham member Mohsin A. Chowdhury at CanCham reception programme

CanCham Director Enayet Ullah Khan meets with
Ashok Kumar Sarkar of Canadian International
Grains Institute (CIGI). Don M. Bonner of Canadian
Wheat Board (CWB) is also seen in the middle

CanCham Vice-President Niaz Rahim and CanCham
Secretary General Wali Sattar discussing with
CanCham member Mohsin A. Chowdhury

CanCham Directors Syed Mastafizur Rahman and
Fahim Abdul Wahab are being briefed by Don M.
Bonner (left) of Canadian Wheat Board (CWB) at
CanCham reception programme

Don M. Bonner (left) of Canadian Wheat Board
(CWB) posing with Yvonne B Supeene of Canadian
International Grains Institute (CIGI) at CanCham
reception programme
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Bilateral Relations: Reception to CCC Delegates

CCC team visits Bangladesh

Canada Bangladesh Chamber of Commerce and Industry (CanCham) President Masud Rahman is seen with
Canadian Commercial Corporation (CCC) Director Don Olson, (middle) and Robert McDougall, High
Commissioner of Canada (extreme right) at the reception
CamCham Review Report

An impressive reception was
arranged recently in Dhaka in honour of delegates from Canadian
Commercial Corporation (CCC), a
crown
corporation
of
the
Government of Canada.
The reception, attended by the
local elites and the members of the
business community, was followed
by dinner.
In order to increase trade and
investment, CCC helps foreign government buyers benefit from
Canada's export capabilities through
the negotiation and execution of
government-to-government contracts.
CanCham Review, March 2011

CCC accomplishes this by building unique relationships and maintaining international contracting and
procurement expertise. As a part of
their mission, the visit of CCC delegation in Bangladesh was significant.
Earlier, the delegation comprising
Don Olson, Christian Dechamplain,
including Iftikhar Rashid representative of the Canadian High
Commission met important government high officials and discussed
investment-related matters at the
state level.
They also called on H T Imam,
Adviser to the Prime Minister. High
Commissioner of Canada Robert
McDougall also accompanied the

team. They had a fruitful discussion
with the Adviser regarding
Canadian
investment
in
Bangladesh, particularly in the
power sector.
In the reception, Masud Rahman,
President of Canada Bangladesh
Chamber of Commerce and
Industry (CanCham) opined that the
window of opportunity among the
peoples of the two nations could
further be unlocked with more and
more expansion of inter-country
trade, investment, education and
cultural relations.
He further said, the fete would
help find a more solid basis for
cooperation
future
effective
between Canada and Bangladesh.
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Bilateral Relations: Reception to CCC Delegates

From right Political Officer of Canadian High
Commission Iftikhar Rashid, CanCham President Masud
Rahman, CEO of AKSA Management Ltd. Nurdin (Dinu)
Samji, Vice President of AKSA Management Ltd. Kamaal
S. Samji, Canadian Commercial Corporation (CCC)
Director Don Olson, CCC representative Christian
Dechamplain, Canadian High Commissioner Robert
McDougall and CanCham Secretary General Wali Sattar,
CanCham Directors Fahim Abdul Wahab; Syed
Mastafizur Rahman and member Salimul Haque Essa

Canadian High Commissioner in Bangladesh Robert
McDougall (extreme left) having a light moment with
CanCham President Masud Rahman (2nd from right),
CanCham Secretary General Wali Sattar (2nd from left)
and CEO of AKSA Management Ltd. Nurdin (Dinu) Samji
at a CanCham reception dinner

Canadian Commercial Corporation (CCC) representative
Christian Dechamplain having interactive talks with Vice
President of AKSA Management Ltd. Kamaal S. Samji

Canadian Commercial Corporation (CCC) Director Don
Olson discussing with Political/Economic Officer of
Canadian High Commission Iftikhar Rashid

CanCham President Masud Rahman (middle) introducing
CanCham member with CEO of AKSA Management Ltd.
Nurdin (Dinu) Samji at a CanCham reception

CanCham Secretary General Wali Sattar (extreme right)
is explaning some important points to the guests
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Bilateral Relations: Networking

CanCham networking event

Against the backdrop of recent CanCham-Canadian High Commission sponsored networking reception, the distinguished guests pose for a photograph. From left are Prof. Mustafizur Rahman, Executive Director, Centre for
Policy Dialogue (CPD); Masud Rahman, President, Canada Bangladesh Chamber of Commerce and Industry
(CanCham); Robert McDougall, High Commissioner of Canada; Sanjay Prakash, Chief Executive Officer,
HSBC Bangladesh; and Khondaker A Kabir, Country Manager of Etihad Airways in Bangladesh
CanCham Review Report

Of late, CanCham in association
with the High Commission of
Canada in Bangladesh organized a
networking event at the Canadian
High Commission official residence
in Baridhara, Dhaka.
The reception was attended by
prominent members of the business
community.
The purpose of this event was to
focus on the promotional aspects of
trade and investment relations
between Canada and Bangladesh.
People-to-people contact between

CanCham Review, March 2011

the countries is important and is
expanding consistently, contributing
thereby to the economic benefit of
both the countries.
CanCham has been acting as an
unofficial envoy in furthering the
cause of cooperation in trade, commerce and investment between the
countries. In order to fostering trade
relations between Canada and
Bangladesh, CanCham in association with the Canadian High
Commission has organized this
event for the first time and has a
plan to continue to do so on a regular basis. The prime objective of
such an event was to work together

for a favorable environment for
trade and investment, market promotion
and
branding
both
Bangladesh and Canada to attract
investors.
Further, through the publication of
"CanCham Review", CanCham is
trying to improve the networking
and fill up the information gap
between Canada and Bangladesh. It
has been learnt that CanCham is
now working to make it more
informative and ultimately a useful
guide for investors in both
Bangladesh and Canada.
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Bilateral Relations: Networking

CanCham President Masud Rahman (left) and
CanCham Vice President K. M. Khaled
discussing a point

Canadian High Commissioner in Bangladesh Robert
McDougall (right) being introduced to a guest

CanCham President Masud Rahman (right) having a
rap session with Executive Chairman, Board of
Investment Dr. S A Samad (left)

Trade Commissioner, Embassy of the Republic of
France Eric Blanc (left) talking with CanCham
member Mohsin A. Chowdhury

CIDA Chief in Bangladesh Janet Durno having a light
moment with BEI President Farooq Sobhan and
Political/Economic Officer of Canadian High
Commission Iftikhar Rashid

CanCham Vice President K. M. Khaled (middle) having light moments with CanCham Secretary General
Wali Sattar (left) and CanCham Director Fahim
Abdul Wahab (right)
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Bilateral Relations: Networking

Robert McDougall discussing (extreme right) with
Executive Director, Centre for Policy Dialogue Prof.
Mustafizur Rahman (extreme left), President,
Bangladesh Enterprise Institute (BEI)
Farooq Sobhan (2nd from left)

CanCham President Masud Rahman (right) discussing
with President, BTMA Abdul Hai Sarker, CanCham
President stressed the need of further Canadian
Co-operation in the textile sector of Bangladesh

CanCham Vice President K. M. Khaled (2nd from right)
posing with CanCham members Ali Bakhtiar Mahmood
(extreme left) and M. A. Salam (extreme right)

A partial view of CanCham networking event

CanCham President Masud Rahman (right) having light
moment with President, BWCCI Selima Ahmad and Chief
Executive Officer, HSBC Sanjay Prakash (middle)

First Secretary (Political) of Canadian High
Commission Marcel Cloutier talking with Managing
Director of Expo Ltd. A M Chowdhury

CanCham Review, March 2011
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Bilateral Relations: Networking

CanCham Secretary General Wali Sattar discussing
some serious points with CanCham Director Fahim
Abdul Wahab (2nd from left) and CanCham member
Mohsin A. Chowdhury

President, International Chamber of Commerce
Bangladesh(ICCB) Mahbubur Rahman (middle)
discussing with Executive Chairman, Board of
Investment Dr. S A Samad (left), CanCham President
Masud Rahman (right) looks on

CanCham President Masud Rahman (2nd from right)
discussing with President, BWCCI Selima Ahmad (left)
and Country Director & Head of Development Co-operation (CIDA, Bangladesh) Janet Durno (2nd from left)

Canadian High Commissioner in Bangladesh Robert
McDougall (right) receiving Khondaker A Kabir,
Country Manager of Etihad Airways in Bangladesh

Canadian High Commissioner in Bangladesh Robert
McDougall (left) talks with CanCham Secretary
General Wali Sattar and High Commission officials

Canadian High Commissioner in Bangladesh Robert
McDougall (right) receiving CanCham member
Salimul Haque Essa
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Bilateral Relations: Bangladesh Expo 2010

Bangladesh Expo 2010 in
Toronto : An overview

By Hafeejul Alam

We live in
an increasingly globalized world.
Technology
and energy
security are
the engines
of the new
g l o b a l
economy. Canada and Bangladesh
have a bright future for cooperation in
these areas. In this regard,
Bangladesh may look forward to
having enhanced commercial opportunities for trade and project financing. Canada has vast experience in
telecommunications, mass transport,
computer technology and energy
projects, ranging from BlackBerry
hand-helds to nuclear power plants, to
advanced software, to cutting-edge
green power technologies, to medium-range aircraft. In a recent speech
on the 'Future Economic Outlook for
Bangladesh', Finance Minister
Muhith said ICT will be the second
largest exporting sector for
Bangladesh by 2021. Obviously,
Canadian expertise and investment in
ICT sector can be mutually beneficial. Canada can help Bangladesh
with its expertise in export diversification also. Canada has also created
a $20 million programme targeted at
Canadian businesses that wish to
invest responsibly in developing
countries. This programme aims
to increase Canadian direct
investment around the world
and strengthen global economic
partnerships.
The
Bangladesh
government has made some headway
CanCham Review, March 2011

From right Senator Mac Herb; High Commissioner for Bangladesh to
Canada A. M. Yakub Ali; Member, Parliamentary Standing Committee for
the Ministry of Commerce, Bangladesh, Jainal Abedin MP; Chairperson,
Canada Bangladesh Parliamentary Friendship Association Maria Minna
MP and Executive Director of Trade Facilitation Office (TFO) Canada,
Brian Mitchell are seen in the inauguration ceremony of Bangladesh
Expo, 2010 in Toronto, Canada

improving the climate for foreign
investors and liberalizing the capital
markets. The trade relationship
between Canada and Bangladesh is on
the threshold of steady growth and it
is in the interests of both the countries
to make every effort to seize this
opportunity.
It is quite heartening to note that the
country's export earnings are gradually coming out of a negative trend as
the export earnings in 2010 marked
about 37 percent growth compared to
the previous fiscal year.
In the backdrop of the aforementioned situation, "Bangladesh Expo
2010" deserved due attention from all
concerned.
Bangladesh
High
Commission, Ottawa in collaboration

with Export Promotion Bureau (EPB)
of Bangladesh and Trade Facilitation
Office Canada (TFO), organized this
single country trade show in Toronto.
The event took place at the prestigious Metro Toronto Convention
Centre located in the heart of downtown Toronto recently and is only the
third of its kind for Bangladeshi products in Canada. At the inaugural ceremony, around two hundred fifty
guests were present including politicians, government officials, members
of the diplomatic corp and business
people. Notable among the gathering
were Senator Mac Herb; Ms. Maria
Minna MP & Chairperson, Canada
Bangladesh Parliamentary Friendship
Association; Mr. Jainal Abedin MP from the Parliament of Bangladesh &
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MP Bangladesh Jainal Abedin; High Commissioner for Bangladesh to
Canada A. M. Yakub Ali; Senator Mac Herb and Chairperson, Canada
Bangladesh Parliamentary Friendship Association Maria Minna MP are
inaugurating the Bangladesh Expo, 2010 in Canada by cutting the tape

Member, Parliamentary Standing
Committee for the Ministry of
Commerce who also led a nine member high level delegation from
Bangladesh; former Deputy Premier
of Ontario Mr. George Smithertman;
High Commissioner for Bangladesh
to Canada H.E. A.M. Yakub Ali;
Executive Director of Trade
Facilitation Office Canada Mr. Brian
Mitchell, CA; President & CEO of
Saskatchewan Trade & Export
Partnership (STEP) Mr. Lionel
LaBelle.

The three-day fair attracted many
visitors including market leaders such
as Wal-Mart, Zellars, LobLaws,
Canadian Tire, Bay, Gildon and representatives from many other Canadian
companies. The forty participating
companies are expecting to receive
export orders of more than fifty million dollars, mostly for apparel &
leather goods, from their Canadian
counterparts.
On the other hand, Canada
Bangladesh Chamber of Commerce
and Industry ( CanCham), though not
a partaker of organizing this exclusive
event, extended it's hands of coopera-
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tion in ensuring resourceful Canadian
and Bangladeshi participation.
Pertinently, CanCham Bangladesh is
playing the role of unofficial envoy in
furthering the cause of cooperation in
trade and commerce. In order to perk
up awakening among local business
community and to improve trade relations
between
Canada
and
Bangladesh, CanCham, has since
organized a number of seminars and
workshops and receptions. The prime
object of all these seminars and workshops were to create a favorable
investment climate and branding
Bangladesh to attract investors.

The fair was preceded by a Seminar
on
the
'Canadian
Market
Development & Customs Procedures',
which was described as successful by
the participating companies. On the
first day of the fair a dinner was hosted by the organizers at the Hotel
Intercontinental Ball Room for two
hundred guests including local dignitaries and the members of the
Canadian business community, which
was followed by a cultural show and
fashion parade illustrating dresses
designed and produced Bangladesh.

The products displayed at
Bangladesh Expo 2010 included primarily
readymade
garments,
knitwear, ceramic & tableware,
footwear & leather goods, frozen
food, jute goods and handicrafts.
Obviously, there exists a huge market
potentiality for Bangladeshi products
and the Market Access Initiative
offered by the Canadian Government
for LDC's has opened up a new vista
for Bangladeshi products in Canadian
market. "Bangladesh Exposition
2010" in Toronto was not only an initiative to showcase the Bangladeshi
products to the North American
Market, but also offers an unique
opportunity for the local buyers to
contact the potential Bangladeshi
exporters directly. All Bangladeshi
products have duty and quota free
access to the Canadian market.
Then again Bangladesh offers quality products with competitive price which makes Bangladesh an attractive
destination for foreign buyers. On
trade and investment, the scenario has
by now reached an enviable level. The
bilateral trade between Canada and
Bangladesh has since crossed one billion US dollars in 2009, despite economic recession, with low-end
Bangladeshi products particularly
readymade garments. As per the latest
statistics, Bangladesh-Canada intertrade amounted at $1.4 billion
Canadian dollars and the figure is
surging steadily towards upper direction, thanks to the burgeoning business community of Canada and
Bangladesh. The growing trade
between
the
two
countries,
Bangladesh having the trade-surplus
vis-à-vis Canada, is undoubtedly an
achievement for Bangladesh and that
the bilateral relations are taking a new
shape depending more on the trade
growth rather than on aid-based relations.
–Hafeejul Alam is Secretary,
CanCham Bangladesh.

CanCham Review, March 2011

CanCham Affairs

CanCham awards honorary
memberships

In recognition of their veluable
services to CanCham, two distinguished persons Robert McDougall
and Aftab ul Islam were accorded
CanCham honorary memberships.

He was appointed as Ambassador
to Serbia-Montenegro and to
Macedonia in 2005 and to independent Montenegro in 2006.

Mr. Robert McDougall has alawys
been a helping hand for CanCham
and he has immense contrubation in
organisational development of
CanCham.

McDougall is married to Cathrine
Lowther.

Robert McDougall

Mr. McDougall passed BA in
History from University of Victoria
in 1973 joined the Department of
External Affairs in 1973 and served
abroad in Tokyo, Brussels, New
York, Beijing, Hong Kong and
Washington.

He
is
currently
High
Commissioner of Canada to
Bangladesh.

Aftab ul Islam

Mr. Aftab-ul-Islam was the one of
thr founding directors of CanCham
who has remarkable contiubation to
make CanCham what it is today.
Mr. Islam, graduated first in
Commerce (B.Com) and then in
Law (LLB). Later he went on to be
a Chartered Accountant and became
a fellow of Institute of Chartered
Accountants of Bangladesh (FCA).

Commerce and Industry (DCCI), on
the back of his positive contribution
in the ICT sector.
In the year 2001, Mr. Islam was
elected President to lead the prestigious forum of American Chamber
of Commerce in Bangladesh
(AmCham), which works to promote trade and economic cooperation between US and Bangladesh.
He has been instrumental in bringing substantial foreign direct investment (FDI) in Bangladesh. He was
elected as Director FBCCI
(Federation
of
Bangladesh
Chambers of Commerce and
Industry) for the period 2005-2007
and 2008-2010. The Government of
the
People's
Republic
of

Mr. Islam began his career with a
U.S.A. based multinational IT
Company NCR Corporation and
headed this organization for a number of years. In 1992, he launched
his own business, International
Office Equipment (IOE).

In Ottawa, he served as Deputy
Director, North Asia Relations
Division;
Director
of
the
International Economic Relations
Division; and Director of the Nonproliferation, Arms Control and
Disarmament Division (chairing the
Missile Technology Control Regime
in 2001-2002).
CanCham Review, March 2011

With his spectacular achievement
in the IT and office automation business he was elected President of the
Bangladesh Computer Samity
(association) (BCS) and he is still
widely recognized at home and
abroad for persuading the government into using information technology for efficiency and competitiveness and making it duty free for
its wider usage. He was elected
President of the country's premier
chamber, Dhaka Chamber of

Bangladesh has appointed Mr. Islam
as the Chairman of the SME (Small
and
Medium
Enterprise)
Foundation.

Mr. Islam was again elected
President of the American Chamber
of Commerce in Bangladesh from
1st October 2009 for a two-year
term.
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Global Canada

Canada hosts G20
Summit, talks recovery

Recession made the G20 the main
forum for managing the world economy last year. Now, the recovery is
putting to the test the new sense of
common cause that united rich and
developing countries.
Meeting in Canada, leaders from
the Group of 20 struggled to maintain the solidarity they showed during the worst of the downturn last
year, when they pumped trillions of
dollars into the economy to prevent
an even deeper slump.
"When the house was on fire, we
all knew what to do: get a hose,"
said Angel Gurria, head of the
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development, told
G20 leaders at the summit.
"Today, the incipient recovery
offers policy choices and policy
options. While it is good to have
choices, it becomes more difficult to
find common ground."
That summed up the challenge the
G20 faces as the economy in Asia is
roaring ahead but is weaker in the
United States and feeble in Europe.
Additionally, the industrialised
world is deep in debt and looking
for a way out, unlike China and
some if not all of the other emerging
market economies around the G20
table.
The summit in Toronto exposed
issues that are harder to resolve
when a lot of countries united under
the G20 banner are emerging from
the downturn at different speeds and
with different priorities.
G20 countries initially wanted to
formally welcome China's new
commitment to move towards a
more flexible exchange rate. Many
of them hope that will lead to a rise
in the value of the yuan and fairer
competition in world trade as a
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result.
At China's request, the G20
removed a line on the matter from
the statement issued at the summit.
While Beijing said ahead of the
summit that debate about the yuan
had no place in international
forums, the tractations over a line of
praise showed just how difficult it
remains for the G20 to address a
matter considered key if world leaders are to tackle global economic
balances in the longer term.
On free trade, the G20 if anything
backpedalled on pledges to press for
a multilateral commitment to liberalisation under the long-stalled
Doha round negotiations.

Leaders from around the world
pose for the G20 Summit "family
photograph" Sunday in Toronto,
Ontario, Canada.Photo: AFP

Last year, the G20 leaders committed in their Pittsburgh communique to pressing for a successful
conclusion to the Doha round negotiations by the end of 2010. This
time they dropped the date and set
no new one.
That, according to European
Commission President Jose Manuel
Barroso, injected a dose of realism
into the communique, given that the
divisions over the trade round has
prevented a deal for the best part of
a decade. But tensions between the
United States and China have

bobbed back to the surface too.
The US and Chinese ambassadors
have traded blame this week at the
World Trade Organisation over the
Doha stalemate.
US President Barack Obama told
G20 leaders over lunch that the
Doha proposals as they stood now
were not good enough and would
need to be changed significantly,
officials told Reuters.
The G20 leaders committed to a
halving of public deficits over the
next three years as the priority shifts
from pump-priming a recessionengulfed economy to slashing the
debt the industrialised world is saddled with on the way-out.
There too, the different angle G20
countries come from is clear.
Washington and Europe sniped
ahead of the summit because of
European austerity measures that
might stifle the already weak recovery in Europe. But some emerging
market countries in the G20 were
more blunt with their misgivings.
Europe was "absolutely wrong,"
Argentine
President
Cristina
Fernandez told Reuters in an interview in Toronto.
"If European countries proceed
with their fiscal austerity plans, the
global economic turnaround may
slow down," said South Koreaan
President Lee Myung-bak, another
G20 member.
From a European perspective, the
need to show good on fiscal consolidation is urgent after Greece had to
seek financial help and euro zone
governments were forced to come
up with an emergency funding plan
for other countries recently.
The debt of the advanced
economies of the G20 is roughly
CanCham Review, March 2011
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three times as large as that of the
emerging market members of the
grouping, according to International
Monetary Fund data.
"Lack of international coordination is disappointing, but not as
much as a threat (from debt) at this
juncture, Marco Annunziata, chief
economist at UniCredit bank said.
The problem, analysts say, is that
the G20 may be unwieldy, but the
G8, the forum it is supplanting, is no
longer considered representative of
a global economy where the balance
of power is shifting rapidly to the
likes of China or Brazil.
"Part of the problem that exists
today among multilateral institutions is that they tend to reflect a

post-World War Two distribution of
international power. And they therefore lack legitimacy in many quarters of the globe," said Charles
Kupchan at the US-based Council
on Foreign Relations.
"So then you say, 'well let's fix
that' and the way you fix that is you
just put a lot more chairs at the
table."
Even if getting the G20 to agree
on policy is hard, at least it provides
a forum for global coordination.
White House adviser Ben Rhodes
said that for the past year and a half,
the G20 has sought to calibrate "the
fine line" over how much stimulus
to apply and its timing.
"Frankly, if you didn't have the

G20 to work that through we'd be a
lot worse off," Rhodes said.
Asked about that risk in Toronto,
French President Nicolas Sarkozy
vented his frustration at the media's
scepticism about the G20.
"As the G20, we represent 85 percent of global GDP. Do you think
that it is not useful that we talk to
each other? You prefer what, that we
argue, that there are trade wars or
wars period?" said Sarkozy, who
will host a G20 summit in 2011.
"I am always the first to say that
sometimes the discussions are long,
to get a paragraph into communique
is exhausting. When I finish these
summits, I feel drained and empty,
but it is our duty to participate."

The Canadian Forces' largest annual demonstration of Canada's sovereignty in the Arctic, known as
Operation NANOOK, began as the
Canadian-led Naval Task Group
crossed the 60th parallel en route to
the High Arctic.
This year, the 20-day event will be
based out of Resolute, Nunavutthe
northernmost location to host the
operation since its inception in 2007.
Operation NANOOK will feature
sovereignty and presence patrolling,
military exercises, and will culminate
with a whole-of-government exercise
that focuses on fuel spill containment
and remediation of a simulated leak in
the Resolute Bay area.
"The NANOOK operations are an
important demonstration of our
Government's commitment to the
Arctic region" said the Honourable
Peter MacKay, Minister of National
Defence. "Building from experience
and successes of previous operations,
Operation NANOOK is the most
complex operation of its kind, demonstrating our increased capacity and
confidence in operating in the high

Arctic."
"Operation NANOOK is a clear
demonstration of the Canadian Forces
fulfilling our primary mission as stated in the Canada First Defence
Strategy," said General Walt
Natynczyk, Chief of the Defence
Staff. "We are committed to ensuring
the security of all Canadians and to
enhancing our presence in the Arctic
by conducting sovereignty exercises
and operations in cooperation with
other government departments."
As part of the Arctic Reserve
Company Group, members of southern-Ontario Army Reserve units will
conduct training exercises with
Canadian Rangers in Resolute Bay
and Pond Inlet. The Air Force will be
providing air movement and mission
support through the CC-177
Globemaster III, CC-130 Hercules,
CP-140 Aurora, CH-146 Griffon, and
CC-138 Twin Otter aircraft. The maritime component will include Her
Majesty's Canadian Ships (HMCS)
Montreal, Glace Bay and Goose Bay;
and Canadian Coast Guard Ships
CCGS Des Groseilliers and CCGS

Henry Larsen;

Canada begins annual arctic
sovereignty operation
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Canada has also invited the
American naval destroyer USS Porter
from theUnited States Second Fleet;
the United States Coast Guard Cutter
(USCGC) Alder; and the Royal
Danish Navy ocean patrol vessel
HDMS Vaedderen and offshore patrol
vessel HDMS Knud Rasmussen for
the purpose of exercising and increasing our interoperability with Arctic
allies.

Operation NANOOK is based in the
Eastern Arctic and is one of three
major recurring sovereignty operations conducted annually by the CF in
Canada's Arctic, along with Operation
NUNALIVUT in the High Arctic, and
Operation NUNAKPUT in the
Western Arctic.
Planned and directed by Joint Task
Force North in Yellowknife,
Northwest Territories, these annual
operations highlight interoperability,
command and control, and cooperation with interdepartmental and intergovernmental partners in the North.
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Educational opportunities in
Canadian universites

When you ask the average
Canadian, "Where is the warmest
place year-round to live in Canada?"
the answer coming from anyone
who knows what they're talking
about is bound to be Vancouver
Island.
Now, that doesn't mean there
aren't "hotter" places to be found in
the summer months of June, July, or
August… But it does mean that no
matter what time of year that you
visit the island, the weather is bound
to be moderate not too hot, nor too
cold.
Filled with lush forests, beautiful
waterfronts, and stunning mountain
views, Vancouver Island is truly a
land of spectacular sights. Its main
city of Victoria, home to about
335,000 people, is also the capital of
the province - British Columbia.
Victoria is one of the Canada's
most popular tourist destinations.
Well-known for its great beauty, cultural activities, and brilliant fresh
food, the city attracts over three and
a half million overnight visitors each
year. Theatres, live music, art galleries, museums, outdoor festivals,
impressive parks and gardens the
city has much to offer, for people of
all ages and interests. It's also the
home for one of Canada's great public institutions the University of
Victoria (UVic).
Nestled in a green, gently sloping
area on the outskirts of the city,
UVic is one of the nation's leading
comprehensive universities. With
more than a thousand world-class
professors and a reputation for
paving the way in innovative and
interdisciplinary research, international students coming to the university are ensured a top-quality education.
Research areas the university is
particularly recognized internationally for include global change and
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sustainability, oceans and climate
studies, society and health,
genomics and proteomics, as well as
computational modeling and information processing all areas in which
interested students, regardless of
what level of study they're in, have a
chance to take part in cutting-edge
research and learning opportunities.
For those students interested in
more directly career-related experiences as well, the university is home
to the nation's third largest co-operative education (or "Co-op") program. Running since the 1970's, this
program offers students the opportunity to learn and earn. Students
receive academic credits for taking
part in paid work semesters.
Available to students in over 40 of
UVic's different academic programs,
Co-op is a great way to gain valuable job experience, to build up references for the future, and, in many
cases, to kick start exciting careers!
Take German-born mechanical
engineering
student
Georg
Tuchlinski for example. During a
recent UVic Co-op semester, he
worked for prestigious automotive
company BMW, back in Munich.
Assisting with vibration tests on
inline 6 Otto-cycle engines,
Tuchlinski helped to ensure that they
would provide the quietest rides
possible.
"It was awesome," Tuchlinski says
of the experience, "because other
people aren't going to see these
designs for years."
Whether you're interested in gaining work experience in Canada or
abroad, Co-op is a way to do so.
And, according to the university,
many students are offered full-time
employment after graduation with
the companies they did Co-op with
making it a great experience for
future employment and career
choices, as well as an opportunity

for students to show potential
employers what they're worth. In
fact, Co-op is such a popular option,
that one in four UVic students
choose to take part in the program
each year.
For the new international student
arriving at UVic for the first time,
however, the big decisions are more
involved with the type of courses
they want to take, and the type of
accommodation they would like to
obtain, rather than getting too
wrapped up in what the future holds.
Luckily for many, at least one of
those decisions is made easier to
ponder with residence accommodation being 100% guaranteed for all
first-year students coming directly
from high school. The university
also provides the option of family
housing, for those students interested in bringing along spouses and/or
children, and for any students not
wanting to cook for themselves,
comprehensive dining options offer
students a wide variety of choice
including vegetarian restaurants,
bistros, and a grocery store for those
interested
in
self-catering.
Particularly for students living on
campus, keeping healthy and energized for classes has never been easier.
The most popular areas of program interest for international students applying to UVic include its
Bachelor of Commerce and
Engineering programs, while other
majors in the areas of the humanities, medical sciences, and education
continue to draw students into new
directions. From studies in political
science, to environmental issues,
creative writing to nursing the university's ten separate faculties offer
a wide range of choice for students
looking to obtain a top-quality education. (Abridged)
–Courtsey: The Daily Star
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Online bids to save millions
next year: World Bank

The government of Bangladesh could
save millions in goods, public works and
services with a secure electronic procurement system, the World Bank country director said at a meeting that unveiled draft
guidelines for e-procurement.
Online bids for the $3 billion the government spends annually on supplies and contracts may soon be largely free from bid-rigging, delays and paper-based errors, Ellen
Goldstein told a workshop in the city:
"Through the web interface, procurement
information becomes accessible, and competition and transparency are enhanced,
making collusive bidding difficult."
The idea that e-procurement could save
all government levels money by boosting
efficiency and the transparency of public
procurement is not new, but the estimate of
the savings and timetable hints are new.

Goldstein said e-procurement could make
public contracting more accessible, secure
and efficient, enhancing programme implementation. She also said procurement
reform is key to strengthening governance,
public-sector management and accountability in Bangladesh.

"It is well-documented that weaknesses
in public procurement have a cumulative
negative effect on investment and economic growth," said Goldstein. "And poor public procurement skews investment toward
areas where rent-seeking is prevalent, rather
than toward the areas that need it most for
poverty reduction and development."
The country director praised Bangladesh's
long-term progress in public-procurement
laws, which she deemed "world class" -- but
she deemed "unfortunate" amendments
made under the current government which
no longer require bidders to have prior sales
to the state and no longer allow a "lottery"
choice for contracts Tk 2 crore.

She noted that e-procurement cut costs
and delays in many countries: "In Romania,
an e-procurement system paid for itself
through cost savings within six months [
… ], while Korea's system led to an averCanCham Review, March 2011

age 15 percent cost reduction, worth $2.5
billion."

Bangladesh stands as
27th most favourite
nation for FDI

Bangladesh is the 27th most
favorite destination among developing countries for foreign direct investment (FDI), in line with a report of
the World Bank's Multilateral
Investment
Guarantee Agency
(MIGA).

The MIGA, responsible for promoting FDI into developing countries to support economic growth,
reduce poverty and improve living
standards, released the report recently.

The report, World Investment and
Political Risk, aims to foster a better
understanding of investors' perceptions on political risks in case of
FDI.
The MIGA sought responses from
the entrepreneurs across the globe to
know their favorite destinations for
investment and listed 40 countries
from the findings.

China topped the list as around 50
percent of the respondents said they
mostly invested in the fast-growing
economy. India was the second
favorite when Lebanon was at the
bottom of the list after Iraq.
Among South and Southeast Asian
nations, the Philippines stands 10th,
Malaysia 11th, Indonesia 13th,
Thailand 14th, Vietnam 18th,
Pakistan 24th and Sri Lanka 26th.
Bangladesh received $1.01 billion
in 2008, lower than $0.69 billion in
2009 when global recession cut
worldwide FDI movements by 40
percent, says the report.

–Courtsey: The Daily Star

The Washington-based anti-poverty
lender will support any government committed to e-procurement at the district,
upazila and union parishad (local) levels
with financing from the Public
Procurement Reform Project and the Local
Government Support Project, she said.

Goldstein said software development and
internet connectivity for key agencies is
progressing, and that Bangladesh may begin
pilot-testing the system in four months.
"Of course, piloting cannot begin until the
government reaches closure" on e-procurement guidelines, she added.
The nation's planning minister called the
reforms a top priority, both in terms of policy and technology. He said the government
expects to finalise guidelines by the year's
end and to introduce them in phases.
"Our plan and preparation to introduce etendering by this year-end bears testimony
to that commitment," said AK Khandker.
"The sooner the government purchases go
online, it will be better for us."

Goldstein's observations came at the
inauguration ceremony of the workshop on
Procurement: A way forward, to e-GP
(Finalisation of e-GP Guidelines) at the
National Economic Council conference
room in the planning ministry.
The Central Procurement Technical Unit
of the Implementation Monitoring and
Evaluation Division organised the event,
chaired by Md Abdul Malek.

The planning minister and State Minister
for Science and Information & Technology,
Yeafesh Osman, spoke as chief guest and
special guest, respectively.
Central Procurement Technical Unit
director general Amulya Kumar Debnath
also spoke.

International consultant Ramesh Kumar
Sakaya presented the draft guidelines, formulated by the World Bank-supported
Public Procurement Reform Project-II.
–Courtsey: The Daily Star
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The hidden costs of traffic

By Brendan Weston

Dhaka city's traffic has grown
increasingly crowded and chaotic
for more than a decade, and is a disaster even by the standards of less
developed countries (LDCs).
Productivity is suffering, as workers with once-short commuting distances now make glacial progress in
gridlocked daytime traffic that averages barely five miles an hour.
Crowded into dilapidated, steamy,
fume-belching private buses, they
arrive to work tired, perspiring,
short of breath and tainted by dust.
Those with cars inch along, tapping
their horns their cell phone out and
A/C blasting, getting atrocious fuel
efficiency. Three-wheeled taxis
sometimes jump ahead, but the
breezes are short-lived and no
healthier. Densities of air pollution
reach more than six times those considered "highly polluted" by the
World Health Organisation.
You need not be an economist to
see that inaction on public transit
has become a serious economic
drag. A joint study by the
Metropolitan
Chamber
of
Commerce and the Chartered
Institute of Logistics and Transport
pegged lost productivity at nearly
Tk 20,000 crore (nearly $3 billion)
annually. To estimate the true cost,
one would have to factor in the costs
of worker demoralisation and the
many ailments caused by the extra
pollution. You do not need to be an
economics degree to say that cutting
compressed natural gas filling station hours is a ham-fisted and nonsensical approach to current problems.
This would matter little to economists if there were no better option.
But there is: public transport. Just
pulling old buses off the road, while
well intentioned, does little to ease
traffic. Commuters deserve a better
option -- one that can produce
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results soon. And it is not enough to
have a plan. It must be one that
makes economic sense -- and the
current plan for a "Dhaka underground" or "Metro" does not.
The proposed underground train
system, should it come on budget,
will cost at least $1.6 billion in its
first two-year phrase alone. The
odds of it ending up wildly over
budget and disrupting traffic for a
decade or more are high, given the
experience of other countries, even
ones with excellent governance
records. The dependence on foreign
experts (from Japan) will prove
costly in the long run. Subways can
make sense. They are at least potentially clean and efficient, at least in
regions that are not prone to flooding and power outages. But they
strain the electric grid, require many
years of lead-time before they can
be used and involve expensive contracts and feasibility studies.
They are, in fact, too costly even
for most wealthy countries' cities to
either start or expand these days. In
those trains travel on average for
nearly a kilometre between stops -much less means they spending
most of the energy stopping and
starting -- and cost more than Tk
140 ($2) per ride, even when subsidized by the government. So subways are unlikely to pass any rational test in Dhaka for several years. A
plan to do the tunnel digging "on the
cheap" -- to close whole streets, dig
down, then cover them back up with
scaffolded roadway rather than tunnel professionally -- strikes me as a
recipe for disaster.
Are there more appropriate,
affordable options? Reserved lanes
for public buses proved both effective and affordable to many LDC
cities, such as Bogotá, Colombia.
But those cities were less densely
populated, and had citizens that fear
traffic police and obey some traffic
rules, as well as fewer types of vehicle traffic. Bogotá, for example, had

few donkey-pulled carts downtown
even a decade ago; mostly it had
motorcycles and cars. The same
cannot be said of Dhaka. Humandrawn carts and pedestrians, bikes
and rickshaws, buses and trucks,
three-wheelers, motorcycles and
cars all jostle for position with little
regard for traffic police, lights or
even one-way streets -- with
impunity. There is only a quarter of
the roadway per square kilometre
here than in most cities, so that the
buses, even newer ones, will still be
more efficient at creating pollution
than moving people.
The more appropriate option is an
electric tram well above street level,
lightweight and riding smoothly on
rubber wheels. It could easily sit on
struts atop the inside lane of major
roadways and cover a full lane that
should be reserved for two-wheel
bikes and motorbikes. This lane
would require barriers and be closed
to non-emergency cars and vans,
and its entrance should be too low
for trucks. Strict law enforcement to
keep out rickshaws and CNGs
might be needed only at first; but,
like drivers in other countries, they
could soon learn to respect this law
if penalties were similarly stiff. The
adjacent lane should be barred to
any trucks, due to the potential for
damage by collisions to the struts or
from loads that often overhang
trucks' sides.
The result would be both
increased efficiency and safety
below the tram. A cyclist takes up
only a sliver of road space and does
not pollute; a four-stroke motorcycle pollutes little and uses only sliver more of the road but can also take
a passenger. Both forms of commute are ideal, were it not for the
danger of other vehicles.
Of course the best time savings
would be atop the lane. Even a simple car frame or two could be used
as the undercarriage for a lightweight car with room for dozens.
CanCham Review, March 2011
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The tram could appeal to welldressed commuters if kept both
clean and free of porters with large
loads. (The latter is simply done by
using the multi-layered turnstiles
that are common in subway systems.) The service might offer a premium fare or a roomier upper deck,
with regular checks by tram police.
Unlike a rail-based subway, there
would be few limits on the frequency of cars.
It would also consume far less
electricity. Instead of expending
most of its energy starting and stopping the thousands of pounds of
each car of a subway train, it would
require little more than the power
needed to move the weight of its
passengers. Simple designs of
affordable materials would suffice - aluminum, glass and lacquered
bamboo.
Such
a
made-inBangladesh solution could be fully
rolled out in a few years at a fraction
of the cost.
It would respect the density of the
city, allowing for more stops. But it
should not be all low-tech. Covered
with roof of solar panels, it could be
a net contributor to the electric grid,

pay for itself in less than 15 years
while providing rain shelter to the
bikes beneath. It would respect the
long-term oil and gas shortages, and
it would spur growth in a labourintensive niche of high-tech products now dominated by China.
(Bangladesh is already a competitive assembler of such panels.)
Other things would also be needed for this wasteful traffic trend to
grow no worse: for example, a
freeze on the densification of
Dhaka, decently cleared sidewalks
and car parking enforcement via
towing with car taxes that convince
better-off Dhakaites to not buy cars.
But people they need realistic alternatives that require bold and smart
investment now.
More than 100 years ago, hilly
San Francisco was able to build a
citywide network of steel rails and
wooden trams all pulled by a single
looped cable. It still works. And this
year, a Chinese firm designed an
affordable raised tram big enough to
cover two full lanes of buses. Surely
Bangladesh, with its own labour and
ingenuity, can quickly build an
affordable above-road tram in a few

years. A system that is cheap and
quick to build -- and to run -- will be
viable in the short and long run, and
affordable to the mass of city commuters whose patience wears ever
thinner.

One that instead uses a costly
drain on energy and budgets, complex switching to avoid disastrous
accidents, and is vulnerable to
weather or unaffordable to the
masses is a classic case of foreign
corporations skewing the priorities
of government officials who rarely
set foot in the city's streets. Perhaps
a subway line can be added in
future, when it is affordable to the
city and the nation. For now, the
country can ill-afford to wait, illafford the debt, and ill-afford disruption of an inefficient mega-project just so that mandarin can be
proud of the big money spent on
high-end underground trains for
"the people".

–Brendan Weston is an economics
teacher and editor from Canada
working in Dhaka for an NGO.

–Courtsey: The Daily Star

Canadian company hikes wages of workers

Canada-based Gildan Activewear announced wage hike of
workers at its Bangladeshi T-shirt
factory soon, following weeks of
labour unrest in the country's
RMG sector, the company source
said.
Gildan's workers, who have not
joined the recent garment-sector
protests, already earn US$65 per
month on an average, said company spokesperson Genevieve
Gosselin to the media.
She said the workers' riots had
no impact on operations at Gildan.
Bangladeshi apparel workers,
the lowest paid in the world, continued to clash with police for last
CanCham Review, March 2011

few days after the government
declared to raise their minimum
monthly wage to about US$43
from US$24. However, the apparel workers are demanding a minimum wage of Tk 5,000 or US$72
per month.
Gildan Activewear, which
acquired the factory here in March
for US$15 million, is in the
process of improving the plant's
operating efficiency, along with
working environment for the
workers, Gosselin said.
For example, Gosselin said
Gildan has hired a full-time nurse
for the factory, where employees
work in 10-hour shifts with an

optional two-hour paid overtime as per the government rule in
Bangladesh.

But the company has not yet
committed to raise the workers'
minimum wage to $72 per month the amount the labour leaders say
workers need to meet their basic
living requirements.
"The increase (in minimum
wage) was announced by the government only recently.

What we want to do is to evaluate our entire salary structure. We
want to adjust all salaries,"
Gosselin added.
–Courtsey: The Financial Express
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RMG sector: Challenges
versus opportunities

By M. Shahidul Islam

The raging controversy over wage
hike in the readymade garments
(RMG) sector continues. This is happening at a time when the industrial
structure in China, the world's largest
exporter of apparel products and one of
the major competitors of Bangladesh,
is undergoing rapid transformations.
While the China shift could benefit
Bangladesh's RMG in the medium to
long run, the industry faces some shortterm challenges largely owing to economic problems in the advanced
economies.
While the emerging markets returned
to the high growth path following the
great recession of 2008-09, the
advanced countries' economic outlook
remains gloomy. The hope of economic recovery is overshadowed by continuous job losses in the United States
(US) and the sovereign debt problem
on the both shores of the Atlantic.
Further, most countries in Europe are
announcing a series of austerity measures that could slash their demand for
imported goods and services significantly. Both Europe and the US remain
Bangladesh's major exports markets.
Amidst the global financial crisis
Bangladesh's apparel exports have not
had much impact largely owing to the
massive fiscal stimulus packages in the
advanced world. However, the recent
austerity measures and a less than rosy
outlook of advanced economies could
affect Bangladesh's apparel sector
adversely. This indeed limits the RMG
owners in Bangladesh revising labour
cost upward, particularly at the scale
the workers have been demanding.
However, there is also a silver lining
as far as the industry's prospects are
concerned. China is increasingly focusing on the development of high-end
manufacturing and services, given the
structural needs of its economy. Beijing
has also decided to allow a gradual
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appreciation of its currency in the wake
of relentless pressure from the US and
Europe.
China's
undervalued
exchange-rate policy is believed to be a
cause of strain in the global economy.
The rising unit labour cost and
upward adjustment in its currency
mean that a plethora of low-end manufacturing jobs will eventually be moving out from China. Indeed, many jobs
have already moved inland from
China's coastal areas and some low-end
manufacturing units are relocating to
Vietnam.
The shortage of workers is particularly acute in the country's two major
manufacturing hubs -- the Pearl River
Delta and the Yangtze River Delta. In
Guangdong province there was a shortage of half a million workers in 2009.
Following this development, of late,
the minimum wage in Beijing has
increased to 960 Yuan ($142, Tk.
9,800). There is no unique minimum
wage in China. It is set locally according to standards laid out by the central
government.
Moreover, following the recent
financial crisis, there is a realisation in
China that the country's current growth
model that relies excessively on
exports and investment needs to be
rebalanced, with a greater emphasis on
consumption. Development of highend manufacturing and service sectors
is the key in this regard.
China's move towards a vertical
economy could create much room for
Bangladesh, given the latter's abundant
supply of labour. Bangladesh's other
competitors in the neighbourhood,
India and Pakistan, are not in a good
shape owing to the former's dilemma
with its economic openness and the latter's overwhelming political problems.
India's economic openness bars its
apparel sector taking the currency
advantage -- undervalued exchange
rate -- that the Bangladeshi RMG sec-

tor enjoys, given the huge capital
inflows in the country that makes the
Rupee exchange rate highly volatile.
Moreover, India's labour market is
highly inflexible, a major problem in
its industrial structure. This leaves
Bangladesh, Indonesia and Vietnam to
augment their market shares in the
wake of the China shift.
Given the structural shift in China
and a bleak economic outlook of the
advanced countries, the authorities in
Bangladesh must understand the
changes clearly before taking ad hoc
decisions. There are three stakeholders
as far as the RMG sector is concerned - the plant owners, the workers and the
government.
The workers' fight against unsustainably lower wages in RMG is understandable given the growing cost of living in Dhaka. Nevertheless, they must
accept the fact that it is the cheap
labour cost that has made Bangladesh a
competitive place for apparel manufacturing. Nonetheless, the recent hike in
China's minimum wage will help
Bangladesh to maintain its low cost
advantage despite the likely upward
wage adjustment in the RMG sector.
The government cannot escape its
responsibility by merely announcing a
minimum wage and letting the law
enforcers go after the protesters. The
successive governments in Bangladesh
have failed to provide the required
infrastructure and uninterrupted energy
supply, making per unit production cost
in Bangladesh more expensive than
most of its competitors, if one isolates
the wage cost effects.
The high energy cost and the poor
infrastructure
are
neutralising
Bangladesh's cheap labour advantage - leaving a squeezed margin for the
producers. Unfortunately, the deadweight loss arising from the government's poor service delivery is mostly
shared by the workers.
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The situation in the global economy
should be researched carefully. The
owners and the government should
explore new markets for apparel products, particularly focusing on emerging
markets. More than half of global economic growth is now driven by emerging markets. However, Bangladesh's
PR skills are relatively underdeveloped. This is reflected by the fact that it
has failed to showcase the country in
the 2010 Shanghai Expo, the largest
business gathering ever.
The emerging markets may not substitute the advanced world as the consumer of last resort, at least in the short
run, but in the medium to long run they
could become significant markets for
Bangladesh's RMG products. Many
emerging markets including China are
developing domestic markets offering
various incentives. The expansion of

the auto market in China in 2008-2009
is the prime example.
Moreover, as we observed in the case
of China, an economy cannot suppress
the prices of its non-tradables (housing,
for instance) for long if the concerned
economy undergoes a steady growth
for decades. So, the exchange rates in
China, Brazil and other emerging markets will gradually appreciate with
their strong economic growth. The real
exchange rate is nothing but the ratio of
the goods and services that can be traded in international markets (e.g. an
iPod) and those that cannot be traded
(e.g. a haircut).
Bangladesh's autarkic financial system can continue to afford offering the
exchange rate advantage to its
exporters. Economic literature suggests
that undervaluation is a second-best
mechanism for alleviating institutional

weakness and market failures that tax
the tradables. Market failure in
Bangladesh is rampant and its institutions remain weak.
This also means that owing to high
opportunity costs, China, Brazil, South
Africa and even India will increasingly
abandon low-end manufacturing plants
and start buying such products, including apparel, from Bangladesh,
Indonesia and similar low cost producers. Such a scenario is not very unlikely in the near future. Bangladesh is one
of the few countries that stand to benefit from such changes if the respective
stakeholders act prudently.
–M. Shahidul Islam is a Research
Associate at the Institute of South
Asian Studies, National University of
Singapore.

Rising wage pressures in China
could prompt a relocation of labourintensive activities toward lower cost
economies such as Bangladesh,
Indonesia and Vietnam, says City, a
leading global financial services company.
The company in its 'Asia Macro and
Strategy Outlook' also forecasts
Bangladesh growth, inflation and current account balance.
Bangladesh grew by 5.7 percent last
fiscal year (2008-09), according to the
Citi outlook, released on June 25. For
the current fiscal year, the country's
GDP (gross domestic product) growth
has been forecast at 6.1 percent and for
the next year 6.7 percent.
Inflation was around 7 percent last
year, while the rate will be 6.5 percent
this year and 6 percent next fiscal year,
says Citi.
On Asia, the outlook says capacity
utilisation is tightening, and credit and
liquidity conditions will remain sufficiently accommodative to fund invest-

ments.
"Structurally, there is also room for
investment shares to GDP in Asean to
recover after plummeting post-Asian
financial crisis."
Intra-Asia investments should also
rise, with China expected to become a
bigger source of capital to the region,
as it attempts to tap into investment
opportunities in infrastructure, production base and consumer markets around
the region, Citi says.
"Most Asian countries retain the fiscal capacity to boost public investments."
Structural shifts in the growth model
may have the potential to offset disinflationary effects of a cyclical moderation in growth. "In China for example,
the forced increase in wages may be the
beginning of structural cost normalisation that would alleviate price distortions in key factor markets," the outlook says.
In Singapore, tightened inflow of
foreign workers to force productivity

increases may exacerbate cyclical
labour market tightness. "The implicit
aim of policymakers may be to raise
abnormally low wage shares of GDP
(especially in Asean) that is a consequence in export-led, MNC-driven
growth models, thereby raising consumption share of GDP."
China's wage inflation would enable
other regional economies to tolerate
wage increases.
The outlook says signs of a cyclical
peak are gradually emerging, with production and leading indicators seeing a
moderation across many countries in
Asia except Singapore and India.
Inflation momentum has been moderating and contained for most countries in the region except India and
Singapore, where demand-pull pressures are rising. Two risks include
wage inflation and commodity price
increases. "These are both cyclical as
well as structural."

–Courtsey: The Daily Star

Rising China wages may help relocate
factories to Bangladesh
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–Courtsey: The Daily Star
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New scheme to boost renewable energy

The government has sought proposals from different agencies to
encourage private entrepreneurs
into renewable energy.
As part of its effort, the government has designed a purchase plan,
known as feed-in-tariff (FIT), which
sector leaders say can be a sustainable alternative to solving the power
crisis.
In its simplest sense, FIT is the
preferential rate paid for the electricity fed back into the national grid
from a renewable energy generator.
Currently, the total demand for
power is 5,500 megawatts, whereas
renewable energy covers only 30
megawatts, according to a government estimate.
In response to the power ministry's
call,
Infrastructure
Development
Company
Ltd

(IDCOL) submitted a proposal to
the government. GTZ, the development assistance arm of the German
government, also plans to submit a
proposal soon. More than 64 countries adopted FIT in an effort to find
a solution to the power crisis.
The concept of FIT came first in
the US in 1974, when the American
government urged the private sector
to come forward to solve the crisis.
In China, the production of power
from wind energy is rising by the
year.
The Indian government also
adopted a separate policy to boost
renewable energy through FIT. In
calculating FIT, India used some
fixed-cost components that may be
useful for Bangladesh, said IDCOL
in its proposal.
The components were -- return of

equity, interest on loan capital,
depreciation, interest on working
capital, operating and maintenance
expenses.

The export trend indicates a
brighter future in overseas trade of
Bangladesh, as the main export destinations are recovering fast from
recession, said business leaders.
In the first five months of the current fiscal year, Bangladesh exported goods worth $8.27 billion, logging 35.80 percent growth, compared to the same period a year earlier, according to data from stateowned Export Promotion Bureau
(EPB).
In December 2010, over all export
profile of Bangladesh enhanced by
over 40%.
Exports to Eurozone will increase
significantly in January because of
the implementation of the zero-tariff
facility for Bangladesh by the
European Union (EU), he said.
The EU has relaxed the rules of
origin (RoO) under the generalised
system of preferences for the least-

developed countries such as
Bangladesh for a greater access to
Eurozone.
Ahmed also said some exporters
are now delaying their shipments to
cash in on the duty-free facility
from January. "They will export at
the end of December or in early
January," he said.
Md Musa Meah, president of
Bangladesh Frozen Food Exporters
Association, said frozen food
exports are maintaining growth with
the recovery of the western world
from recession.
During the July-November period, the export of frozen food grew
by 40.30 percent from the same
period a year ago.
"The exports will go higher in
March when the EU is scheduled to
relax its strict nitrofuran test on
shipments of shrimps out of
Bangladesh," Meah said.

SM Jahangir Hossain, president of
Bangladesh Fruits, Vegetables and
Allied
Products
Exporters
Association, said the exports of vegetables and allied products showed
signs of recovery.
"The prospect of vegetable export
is bright," Hossain said. But, he said
the export of lemon to EU is held up
for the last one and a half years for
some test-related problems.
Bangladesh exported vegetables
and allied products worth $23.89
million in the July-November period, registering a 28.03 percent
growth.
Mohammad Hatem, acting president of Bangladesh Knitwear
Manufacturers and Exporters
Association, said the prospect of his
sector is also good, as the buyers are
now shifting their focus from China
to Bangladesh.
Moreover, Bangladesh has started

Siddique Zobair, consultant of
GTZ, said the concept of FIT should
be made clear to the public before
the government implements it.

Zobair said FIT is a mechanism to
promote renewable energy in the
private sector. The fund may come
from different sources, such as government and donors, he added.
Zobair said if the government was
unable to promote renewable energy, subsidy to the power sector
might run into Tk 30,000 crore in 15
years. "It will be a tough situation
for the government in future."

Bangladesh's exports shine
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exporting garments to new destinations Japan, South Africa, Latin
American countries, Australia, New
Zealand and China.

The country exported knitwear
products worth $3.6 billion in the
first five months of the current fiscal
year, registering 36.56 percent
growth compared to the same period

a year ago.

Bangladesh exported woven garments worth $2.89 billion in the
July-November period with a 35.83
percent growth.
Abdus
Salam
Murshedy,
President of Bangladesh Garment
Manufacturers and Exporters
Association, said: "It's not impossi-

ble to reach $20 billion garment
exports in three years if the current
export trend continues."

The government will have to
ensure adequate supply of gas and
power and smooth operation of port,
he added.
–Courtsey: The Daily Star

Bangladesh poised to be a major IT destination
Maswood Alam Khan from Maryland, USA

Eighteen out of about twenty
Bangladeshi young men and women
living in USA with whom I have
recently been introduced in Maryland
are all IT professionals. Surprisingly,
most are female professionals and they
earn a handsome salary.
The majority of the Bangladeshi IT
professionals who are enjoying a
decent living in USA did not study
computer science in Bangladesh; they
had their graduations either in engineering or Bachelors or Masters in different disciplines like Physics or
Chemistry or any of the subjects in the
Humanities groups, not in computer
science, while they studied in colleges
or universities in Bangladesh.
Initially, I was a bit perplexed about
Bangladeshi IT professionals' command of English language as, frankly
speaking, they are not quite at home in
their English expression. I wondered
how a Bangladeshi who cannot use
proper English grammar or compose an
English sentence correctly can do his or
her job in America and earn such a
hefty salary of US$ 70,000 a year!
Later, to my great relief, I came to
learn that American IT companies don't
bother at all whether you ever read
English Grammar, Composition and
Usage by J. C. Nesfield; they are only
interested in whether you know how to
write a command to start a computer
program, whether you have basic
knowledge in mathematics, logic and
algorithm and whether as a programCanCham Review, March 2011

mer you can smartly deliver the job of
composing and verifying programming
languages or as an administrator you
can perform the job of data processing
and management and can shoot the
troubles in an emergency. Americans
are generally not fastidious about your
élan in English language when you are
working in the line management at the
lower or mid echelons.
It is heartening to learn that GARTNER, a leading international research
and consultancy firm, has placed
Bangladesh among the world's top 30
destinations for IT outsourcing. GARTNER, as I read in the newspapers, used
10 criteria such as language, government support, labour pool, infrastructure, educational system, cost, political
and economic environments, cultural
compatibility, global and legal maturity
and data and intellectual property (IP)
security and privacy for rating countries as destinations for IT outsourcing.
Based on those criteria Bangladesh was
placed on a par with China, India,
Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines,
Sri Lanka, Thailand and Vietnam.
Bangladesh scored 'very good' as far as
the 'cost' factor is concerned, 'fair' in
six other criteria and 'poor' in areas of
language, infrastructure and data and
IP security and privacy. It's a great
piece of news indeed.
Not only GARTNER! Many world
renowned authorities and scholarly
personalities have predicted that major
destinations for IT outsourcing are
going to be the developing countries

like Bangladesh where there is a
propensity among students to learn
computer science and where the governments are providing friendly IT
environments for local and international IT companies.

An MBA from CSU-Hayward, a
Guest Lecturer at MIT and the winner
of "Stevie" (American Business Award
for producing the best publication),
Roger Strukhoff, who in 2009 had
launched his popular Social Computing
Journal on Ulitzer, while presenting
recently his obligatory Top 11 of 2011
Cloud Computing Predictions, placed
Bangladesh as the new Information
Society Hotspot. Roger Strukhoff also
predicted that India and Taiwan will
start putting major data centers online
and they will work with major US service providers to deliver SAAs, PAAS
and IAAS, the 'cloud computing terms'
meaning Software as a Service
(SAAS), Platform as a Service (PAAS)
and Infrastructure as a Service (IAAS).
We must not feel complacent and sit
idle after hearing declarations and predictions about our bright future. What
at this stage is most needed for
Bangladesh to reinforce itself as a
secure destination of IT outsources is to
follow how countries like India have
been reaping benefits by providing
infrastructures and by educating their
students in computer science.
(Abridged)
–Courtsey: The Financial Express
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Canada Showcase 2011

The High Commission of Canada in Dhaka and the Canada Bangladesh Chamber of Commerce and
Industry (CanCham) are jointly organizing the first solo Canadian trade exhibition in Bangladesh, to
be held on 20 February between 10:00 am to 18:00 pm at the Bangabandhu International Conference
Center (BICC) in Dhaka. The exhibition is called 'Canada Showcase 2011' and will include company
booths, presentations on the Canadian trade sector and a seminar on education in Canada.
Two -way trade between Canada and Bangladesh reached new heights in 2009, topping $1.4 billion.
In January-November 2010 alone, bilateral trade approached $1.3 billion. Investment and construction opportunities are meanwhile being eagerly sought by Canadian firms in such areas as agri-food,
energy, telecommunications, computer technology, civil engineering and manufacturing. Canada
Showcase 2011 is targeted at fostering further growth and diversification in this vibrant trade and
investment relationship.
Following are the details of the Canada Showcase 2011 program:

Date: 20 February 2011
u
Exhibition of Canadian excellence in products and services
Open to all from 10:00 am to 18:00 pm
Harmony Room, Bangabandhu International Conference Center (BICC) Dhaka.
u

u
u

Formal opening of Canada Showcase 2011
By H. E. Muhammad Faruk Khan, MP, Minister of Commerce
at 10:45 am in the Harmony Room
Seminar on Education in Canada
Starting sharp at 14:30

Seminar on Doing business with Canada
Chief Guest Dr. Syed A Samad,
Executive Chairman, Board of Investment, Prime Minister's Office,
By Invitation only from 16:00 - 17:30

If you have enquiries about Canada Showcase 2011, please contact the Canadian High Commission
at dhaka-td@international.gc.ca
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